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Be Aware: This book might get you addicted to bow hunting, right after your first hunt!"Imagine

leaving your firearms at home, and going out only with a bow and a few arrows. Your goal: getting

your Trophy Whitetail Buck" Would this not be the hunting experience like it should be...?"If hunting

with firearms is not quite as exciting to you as it used to be, why not pick up bow hunting? Let

Andrew Saari take you by the hand and teach you all the ins and outs of how to become an

effective bow hunter. You will find out it is much more than just shooting the arrow in the direction of

your desired Whitetail deer...Bow Hunting: Whitetail Tactics is the third book in the Whitetail Tactics

series, written by Andrew Saari. It is the perfect addition to your deer hunting library, as it provides

you with everything you need to know. This book will not only significantly improve your hunting

methods, it will also help you maximize your deer hunting experience.ThisÂ bow hunter'sÂ resource

provides the novice and experienced hunter with tips, tricks, andÂ hunting strategies you otherwise

might never have thought of. Take a sneak peak at some of the content:How to shoot a bow and

arrow like the pro's do; How to identify and understand deer behaviour; How to find deer during the

rut; How to interpret deer tracks to find them quickly; Easy to master advanced Bow Hunting

techniques; And much, much, more!If you are serious about picking up bow hunting, or want to

seriously improve your "game", this book needs to become a permanent resident in your Kindle

Library. Make your next hunt the most successful one yet! Those Whitetails will not have a chance!
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This book does not mess around with semantics. The book is full of solid advice and information

that not only educates the hunter in hunting techniques, but also in the ways and habits of

deer.Most situations and types of hunting with bows are covered including, stands, tracking

methods, how to kill and probably more important how not to kill to name but a few.Good personal

safety tips are given that could be life saving or at least keep the hunter free from injury.The book

does not concentrate on the use of bows although this aspect is covered. Primarily it concentrates

on making the hunter a better hunter. With this book I am sure that anyone could become a safe

and competent deer hunter.I enjoyed the book as a general reading book as much as for the

teaching aspect. It is a nicely written book and suitable for anyone who may not intend to hunt, but

would like to know more about it as general education.

This book is full of very useful information on bow hunting. The author does a great job of explaining

the basics of bow hunting and then delves into the specifics of whitetail hunting. I especially liked

the way the various tips and tactics were supported by helpful photos and images. Well done. I

highly recommend this book to anyone interested in hunting.

I ordered all of Andrew's hunting books at once. Just finished this, his latest. Again, full of great

information, good writing and a vast array of knowledge. While I love my Kindle, I find myself

perfering these books in print as it is easier for me to page back through looking things up.

Material is OK, just not much there. The font is massive if your visually impaired. Learned a few

things and I'm a beginner. If you've been bow hunting deer awhile, this would be weak for you.

Finished it in 30 minutes.

I was very disappointed in this book because it is extremely basic. The title should be Bowhunting

Deer 101. Unless you have never been in the woods, never shot a bow, or never seen a deer in

your life, don't waste your money on this book.



Picked for the credibility of the author. Most respected there, but the science is a little thin. This

book definitely covers basics and a must read for beginners. I loom forward to his next!

Decent book. Short and concise. Pretty much just general principles, so if you're looking for a lot of

detail, this wouldn't be your book. Very good for beginners.

Decent $3 read for a complete novice, but that's about it. Same info (some word-for-word) as you'd

get in the other $3 book by Saari: Deer Hunting Guide.
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